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about
Noble Fairlie
architects

Noble Fairlie Architects was 
incorporated in 1993 and 
grew out of the Fairlie Design 
Studio founded in 1973

The practice is managed 
by three partners who have 
extensive archi tectural 
expertise in all types and 
scales of building.





residential design 
 

Noble Fairlie Architects 
has extensive experience 
in residential design. Our 
work is not bound by style 
preconceptions but seeks 
to achieve variety and 
flexibility by drawing out the 
requirements of our clients. 
We take a very ‘hands on’ 
approach to construction 
management to achieve 
the h ighest  qua l i ty  o f 
construction.





sustainability
BIM  & 
environmentally 
considered
design

A central focus of our design 
work is  upon creat ing 
solutions that are aligned with 
the environment. Whether 
carefully siting a new building 
to take advantage of the 
passive energies of a site, or 
designing an interior space, 
we promote the poet ic 
use of locally sourced and 
indigenous materials.





designing for
recreation

Recreational homes present 
some  o f  ou r  g rea tes t 
cha l lenges fo r  care fu l 
s i t ing  and c rea t ion  o f  
sustainable buildings that 
are well integrated with the 
landscape. We design with 
natural materials and work 
to bring out the inherent 
qualities of the site.





residential    
design

Noble Fairlie Architects are 
not driven by styles and 
fashions but by our belief 
that good architecture results 
from carefully analysing our 
clients’ requirements.
We be l ieve that  good 
architecture can be joyful 
and uplifting.





interior
design

Noble Fairlie Architects has 
undertaken a wide range of 
interior design including: 

residential interiors
houses and apartments
restaurants
retail and brand identities 
medical health care suites
recreational interiors 





Noble Fairlie Architects is a 
design led firm, dedicated 
to securing affordable high 
quality design required by 
our clients.Attention to detail 
extends throughout the 
process; from the inception 
of the brief, the testing 
and realisation of mockup  
assemblies and ultimately 
the realisation of a superb 
design quality in the finished 
product on site.

attention 
to detail





Our  des ign  work  has 
establ ished the strong  
identities of a range of shops, 
offices, showrooms and 
restaurants. We work closely 
with our clients  to build up 
a comprehensive vision for 
their projects which extends 
far beyond a proposed 
construction.

shops, offices, 
restaurants





adapting 
historic buildings

Noble Fairl ie Architects  
have undertaken sensitive 
renovations to a range of 
historic buildings  or work 
w i th in  he r i tage  a reas 
which demand carefu l 
research and attention to 
detail in sympathetically 
accommodating new uses 
into historic buildings.



Tam Fairlie,   BA   AADip RIBA  PGCTLA

Tam is an architect with a keen interest in alternative environ-
mental strategies. With an extensive portfolio of commercial and 
residential projects in both Canada and the UK, he emphasises 
the importance of working with skilled craftsmen to achieve 
imaginative design solutions. 

Janet Noble,   BArch, OAA

Janet has designed and project managed a wide variety of 
projects, residential, commercial and health care. Her abilities to 
define and implement briefs and her project management skills 
provide a firm foundation for the practice.

Ian Fairlie,   BSc, BArch, OAA

With his knowledge of the process of design and the importance 
of management of information he has set up and managed 
the IT networks of a number of Ontario Architectural practices 
through his ArchNet group. He ensures that Noble Fairlie is at 
the forefront in CAD desigh and maintains the highest standards 
of Computer Aided Design. Ian has extensive design experience 
and a flare for developing practical solutions. 

tel.  (416) 606-3315
tamfairlie@gmail.com
www.fairwood.ca


